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Abstract

Predicates of personal taste like tasty give rise to the puzzle of faultless dis-
agreement: with taste predicates, two speaker can disagree while both saying
something true. In an influential paper, Lasersohn (2005) dismisses various
approaches to the puzzle of faultless disagreement, before coming uo with a
contextualist solution. This paper examines expressivism, one of the dismissed
options, and argues that the arguments Lasersohn provides against it, are not
conclusive. It then develops a hybrid expressive approach that combines a
simple indexicals semantics in the truth-conditional dimension with a deon-
tic attitude in the use-conditional dimension. The first dimension accounts
for the faultlessness, as both speaker express what is tasty for the,, while the
disagreement happens at the use-conditional layer which concers what should
count as tasty in the context of use.
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1 Predicates of personal taste, faultless disagreement, and contextualism

In his influential paper, Lasersohn (2005) addresses some of the puzzles that are
raised by predicates of personal taste for traditional truth-conditional semantics in
the Frege-Tarskian tradition. Intuitively, themain problem that predicates of personal
(ppts) taste pose for an truth-conditional analysis is that they intuitively are not
subject to an objective truth evaluation upon which truth-conditional frameworks
are based. Consider for instance, an utterance of a simple declarative sentence like
(1), that does not contain any subjective expression.

(1) Tom likes tofu.

For this sentence, its is straightforward to state the truth-conditions. An utterance of
(1) is true if Tom likes tofu. This condition is suposed to capture the meaning of (1)
by defining proposition: the set of worlds in which (1) is true.
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(2) {w ∶ Tom likes tofu in w}

In case of ppts, it is however more complicated, as it is not intuively clear what the
truth conditions shall be. Consider the following example that illustrates the case of
ppts.

(3) a. Roller coasters are fun. (Lasersohn 2005: 643)
b. Cats are cute.
c. Tofu is tasty.

The problem, according to Lasersohn’s (2005) reasoning, is that a straightforward
truth-conditional analysis is not viable for. Take, for instance, the following proposal
for truth conditions for (3c).

(4) # “Tofu is tasty” is true iff tofu is tasty.

While (4) seems intuitve, it completely ignores the important intuition that ppts are
subjective. It seems to be a matter of my personal taste of food whether I would judge,
for instance, (3c) to be true or not. There arguably is no objective fact that can make
(3c) me think (3c) is false if I experience tofu as tasty.

From the subjective the meaning of ppts, it follows that is perfectly reasonable to
assume that (3c) is true when uttered by tofu lover Tom, while the same utterance
would be false if uttered by tofu hater Hana. Now, consider what happens when Tom
and Hana sit down to discuss tofu.

(5) a. Tom: Tofu is tasty.
b. Hana: No, tofu isn’t tasty at all.

Given the subjectivity of their respective utterance, we are inclided to say that both
Tom and Hana are saying something true. Since whether Tofu is tasty or not is a
matter of their taste and since their taste seem to differ, they both are justified in
asserting different judgement regarding the tastiness of tofu.

Crucially, there is another intution regarding exchanges like (5), one that, as we
will see, is actually in conflict with the intuition of subjectivity. When Tom and
Hana both assert their respective assessment in an dialog like (5), there is the strong
intuition that they disagree with each other and there actually is an arguemnt going
on between the two of them.

Taken together, these two intuitions give rise to what became to be known as the
puzzle of faultless disagreement (Kölbel 2004). In a situation like (1), neither Tom nor
Hana makes a fault by asserting that tofu is or is not tasty.1 Still, they disagree with
each other. This poses a problem for simple versions of truth-conditional semantics.
If Tom and Hana both assert something true, both an utterance of Tofu is tasty and
Tofu is not tasty have to be true. However, capturing the intuition of Tom and Hana
contradicting each other requires that there is a contradiction at the level of semantic

1 That is, as long as they their assertion actually matches their respective taste, of course.
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content. The dilamma is that the later requirement, would imply that only one of the
assertions can be true, which, in turn, contradicts the first intuition.

Relating ppts to other linguistic expressions, the puzzle posed by faultlessnes
disagreement can be traced back to the observation that for other classes of expres-
sions, faultlessness and disagreement do not go hand and hand. First, consider the
following example that illustrates that ppts are not subjective as indexical utterances.

(6) Indexicals [+F ,−D]
a. Tom: I eat tons of tofu.
b. Hana: I do not eat tons of tofu.

If Tom eats tons of tofu and Hana does not, both are right. That is, the dialog in
(6) is faultless. However, there is no disagreement taking place in (6), because, at
the level of semantic content, they express two different propositions. That is, even
if on the level of Kaplanean character (Kaplan 1989), the two utterance seem to be
contradictory, they express, when they are uttered by two different speakers, as is
the case in (6), they express two independent propositions. This is illustrated by
the infelicity of using a negative response particle in Hana’s utterance that signals
disagreement or contradiction.

(7) a. Tom: I eat tons of tofu.
b. Hana: #No, I do not eat tons of tofu.

That is, while indexicals can be said to be subjective as they may receive a different
interpretation for each speaker and context, they do not give rise to faultless dis-
agreement as ppts do. For this reason, a hidden indexical analyses along the lines of
(8) cannot work, as it would not account for the disagreement, even if it correctly
predicts faultlessness.

(8) ⟦tasty⟧c,w = λx .x is tasty for the speaker of c in w

If (8) really were a viable approach to the meaning of tasty, (5) would actually mean
the same as the following variant.

(9) a. Tom: Tofu is tasty for me.
b. Hana: Tofu is not tasty for me.

As is the case for (6), Tom and Hana both may be right in (9), but they do not seem
to disagree with each other: Tom says something about his taste and Hana says
something about her taste and of course, their taste may differ.

In some sense, ppts hence seem to be more objective than indexicals. However,
they still are not as objective as ordinary (objective) predicates. For instance, consider
the following dialog involing two simple, objective declaratives.

(10) Objective predicates [−F ,+D]
a. Tom: Tofu was first invented in Japan.
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b. Hana: No, tofu was first invented in China.

In this case, it is clear that either Tom or Hana is right and the other one is mistaken
in their beliefs about the origin of tofu. That is, (10) is not a faultless exchange.
Therefore, is also clear that there is an actual dispute going on in (10) as Tom and
Hana are arguing about where tofu was first invented. That is, while (10) involes
disagreement, it is certainly not faultless sitution. In this sense, ppts are not more
subjective than ordinary predicated.

Indexicals and objective predicates therefore suggest that disagreement requires
one party to be mistaken and that faultlessness and disagreement hence are comple-
mentarily distrubuted. The main challenge posed by ppts is therefore how to get to
get [+F ,+D].

Besides the strategy of denying that faultless disagreement actually is the correct
diagnosis of examples like (5) and explaining our intuitions, there are several routes
one can take to acheive the goal of account for faultess disagreement as induced by
ppts. In an influential 2005 paper, Lasersohn discusses some solutions. He dismisses
them all and settles on an relativist account. His approaches enriches the traditional
2-dimensinal Kaplanian by introducing an additional judge parameter to which the
truth of an utterance is relativized at the level of content (see vanWijnbergen-Huitink
2014 [this volume] for an overview and discussion of Lasersohn’s approach). One
of the alternative options that Lasersohn reject is expressivism, according to which
utterances involving ppts are akin to expressive speech acts (Searle 1969). The aim of
this article is to show that despite of Lasersohn’s (2005) dismissal, such an approach is
not only viable, but even faires better than his approach in some respects. In order to
do so, I will first sketch his argument against expressive approach to ppts, before I will
rebut them. Once his arguments are off the table, I will sketch how such a expressive
approach can look like. To spell out the sketched proposal formally, I will make
use the developments and progress that has been achieved in our understanding of
expressive language since Lasersohn (2005) formulated his case against expressivism.

2 Lasersohn’s arguments against expressivism

As illustrated in the last section, the problem of faultless disagreement arises from the
assumption that ppts are true or false. Expressivism solves the problem by denying
just that basic assumption of a truth-conditional analysis of ppts. This corresponds
to the fourth option for a solution to faultless disagreement that Lasersohn discusses
(and rejects):

(11) Option 4: Deny that truth and falsity are involved. (Lasersohn 2005: 656)

Since, so Lasersohn, the property of being true or false does only a apply to the class
of assertive speech acts, one way to spell out (11) is to assume that ppt-utterances are
not considered as proper assertions that make present a proposition as true. Instead,
utterances as in (3) are considered as “non-assertive acts of affective expression”
(Lasersohn 2005: 656). That is, this perspective renders the ppt-utterances in (12)
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akin to purely expressive utterances of interjections in (13).

(12) a. This is fun!
b. This is tasty!

(13) a. Whee!
b. Mm-mm.

In the parlance of Searle’s (1969) classification of speech act, ppt-utterances are hence
expressive speech acts, instead of being assertive ones. This is motivated by the
observation that expressives as those in (13) share some crucial properties and ppts
share some crucial properties. Expressives display a subjective attitude or sensation
that has an immediate effect that cannot easily be challanged by the hearer.2

If ppts can receive a plausible expressive analysis, the problem of faultless dis-
agreement would more or less vanish, as there is actually no contradiction involved
in seemingly conflicting exchanges like (5).

However, Lasersohn (2005: § 4.3) only sketches the possibility of an expressive, non-
truth-conditional approach to ppts in order to dismiss it in favor of his perspective.
He does this by presenting three argumemts against expressivism for ppt-utterances.
As we will see, each of his argumets is based on how expressive utterances are
supposed to work in logical reasiong.

2.1 Argument 1: Deniability

The first argument, Lasersohn (2005: 657) present against expressivism, concerns
the fact that, as in (5), which I repeat here, two speakers can disagree regarding
ppt-judgements.

(5) a. Tom: Tofu is tasty.
b. Hana: No, tofu isn’t tasty at all.

In contrast to PPT-utterances, genuine affective speech acts likeMm-mm cannot
directly be denied in the same, straightforward way, like with That’s not true or just a
plain No.

(14) a. Tom: Mm-mm!
Hana: ??That’s not true! This isn’t tasty at all!

b. Tom: Mm-mm!
Hana: ?No! This isn’t tasty at all!

According to Lasersohn, this shows that because one cannot deny expressive utter-
ances, ppt-utterances, which can, do have not the same status. Since ppt-utterances
can easily be denied, as (5) and the whole problem of faultless disagreement shows,
they supposedly cannot be expressive speech acts.

2 See, among others, Gutzmann 2013; Potts 2007b for overviews of characteristic features of expressive
items.
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2.2 Argument 2: Embeddability

While Lasersohn’s first argument concerns the interaction and different behavior of
ppt- and expressive utterances with respect to denial in dialog, his second argument
concerns their interaction with truth-conditional connectives. Prima facie, sentences
involing ppts can appear embedded under truth-conditional operators and can
participate in common patters of logical reasoning likemodus ponens (Lasersohn
2005: 657).

(15) Modus ponens with ppt-utterances
a. If there is a loop, the roller coaster is fun.
b. There is a loop.
c. Therefore, the roller coaster is fun.

If sentences like The roller coaster is fun actually do not have a truth-value, so Laser-
sohn, this behavior should be unexprected, as logical deduction as in (15) should
only be possible with truth-conditional content.

2.3 Argumet 3: Contradiction

Lasersohn’s (2005) last argument against an analysis of ppt-utterances as non-truth-
conditional, expressive speech acts goes into the heart of the problem of faultless
disagreement. He argues that expressivm actually cannot account for theD in faultless
disagreement. As the notion of contradiction is based on the notion of truth it is
hard to see in what sense two expressive speech acts could contradict each other.
Again, as we have seen above for denial, the notion of contradictions does seem
to make sense only for assertive speech acts and if ppts are expressive utterances
we should expect them apt for making contradictions, contrary to the intuition of
faultless disagreement.

I think that all these three objections are not lethal to an expressivist approach. The
main reason why I am not taking Lasersohn’s arguments to be convincing is that it is
not clear that what he presents as evidence really establishes what he intends to show
and whether the arguments warrant the conclusions he draws. In the following, I will
therefore examine his arguments more closely, extending the scope of investigation
beyond the affective use of interjection to more complex expressive speech acts as
well as other non-assertive speech acts.

3 In defense of expressivism

Having presented Lasersohn’s (2005) objections against an expressive perspective on
ppts, I present some counterarguments in this section that are intended to illustrate
that his arguments are not conclusive enough to rule out expressivism as a viable
option tackle ppts and the puzzle of faultless disagreement. I will start by going
through Lasersohn’s arguments one by one, mirroring the order of the last section,
before turning to the bigger question of what this may tell us about the logic of
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non-truth-conditional meaning and reasoning.

3.1 Deniability

The argument from deniability is based on the application of a That’s not true-test,
whose premise is that you can deny an utterance by such direct denial phrases if
and only if what you are targeting is truth-conditional. Hence, the test is supposed
to be able to establish that an utterance is truth-conditional (or not). However, the
bi-conditional that underlies the test and Lasersohn’s application for his argument
does seem to be too strong. There are many instances in which such a phrase can be
used even if we are dealing with an arguably non-assertoric speech act. While the use
of such phrases may be strange as an reaction to mere interjections asmm-mm or
whee, more complex expressive speech acts like congratulations, condolences and so
seem to be license such phrases if the hearer wants to challenge the speaker’s sincerity.
Besides expressive act, a similar use of denials is also possible with commissive speech
acts like promises.

(16) A: I promise you to come to your party.
B: That’s not true! I know that you are not planing to come, because you’ll

not be even in town then.

(17) A: I congratulate you!
B: That’s not true! I know that you are actually really envious of me.

Another problems of the That’s not true test is that can also be used to target just a
subpart of an assertion.

(18) A: {I think that, Bill says that} Tom loves tofu.
B: That’s not true! Tom doesn’t love tofu.

While the embedded content still is relevant for the truth conditions of the entire
utterance, it is not asserted, which also cast doubt on the possible assumption that the
test also tests for assertions. Overall, it is therefore far from clear that the possibility
of using the That’s not true-test is sufficient to establish the truth-conditional and
assertoric nature of an utterance. The same is true the other way round as the
impossibility to use the That’s not true-test does not necessarily establish non-truth-
conditionality. Consider, for instance, non-restrictive relative clauses.

(19) a. Tom, who, frankly speaking, is the world biggest tofu lover, is a great
poker player.

b. #No, that’s not true! (He doesn’t like tofu.)

While it is not possible to use the That’s not true-test to deny the content of non-
restrictive relative clause in (19), the majority of the literature agrees that it conveys
truth-conditional content. The fact that it cannot be target by a direct denial is com-
monly ascribed to the fact that the content of the NRRC is not at-issue (AnderBois,
Brasoveanu & Henderson 2013; Gutzmann 2012; Koev 2013) or only a secondary
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(Horn 2002, 2013) assertion. That is, the That’s not true rather seems to test for the
way the content in question behave in discourse pragmatic terms, instead of testing
for truth-conditionality (Simons, Tonhauser, Beaver & Roberts 2010; Tonhauser,
Beaver, Roberts & Simons 2013).

3.2 Embeddability

The argument from embeddability is actually more an argument concerning the
status of expressive content as part of logical reasoning. It is based on the implicit
assumption that being part of a what looks like a logical deduction is evidence for
the content in question being truth-conditional and assertoric content. However,
without any further argumentation and evidence, this conclusion seems to be too
hasty, as there are many non-assertoric speech acts that can take part in patterns of
reasoning that very much looked like the logical deduction Lasersohn presents as
evidence for his argument against expressivism. Take, for instance, directive speech
acts as expressed by imperatives. As the following example shows, directive speech
acts can occur in the consequence of a conditional and hence be concluded upon by
what resembles the use ofmodus ponens in (15).

(20) Modus ponens with non-assertoric speech acts: directives
a. If the roller coaster has a loop, go for it.
b. The roller coaster has a loop.
c. Therefore, go for it.

Similar observation can be made about commissive speech acts like promises, which
can also be inferred by amodus-ponens like argument.

(21) Modus ponens with non-assertoric speech acts: commissives
a. If the roller coaster has a loop, I promise to ride it with you.
b. The roller coaster has a loop.
c. Therefore, I ride it with you.

Likewise and more to the point of this paper, not only directive but also expressive
speech acts can be part of such reasoning processes as well.

(22) Modus ponens with non-assertoric speech acts: expressive speech acts
a. If the roller coaster had a loop, I congratulate you for being brave.
b. The roller coaster had a loop.
c. Therefore, I congratulate you for being brave.

The weak spot of the argument from embeddability lies in the fact that is not really
clear what the reasoning processes Lasersohn (2005) refers to actually amount to. If
he actually has logical deductions inmind in the sense of classical logic, i.e. inferences
that are truth preserving, then expressive speech acts, which arguably do not receive
a truth-value, cannot be part of such inference patterns by definition. However, this is
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trivial and, without further argumentation, it is not clear what this shall tell us about
the nature of ppts, as it is not obvious, whether the patters in (15) that Lasersohn
uses to support his argument are patterns of truth-preserving inferences. In fact, as
we will see below, they actually do not seem to. In any case, the examples in (20)
and (22) show that some kind of inferring is licensed even if non-truth-conditional
utterances are involved. This, in turn, shows that there are other deductive systems
available in natural language reasoning that are not directly tied to truth preservation
in the straightforward sense of classical logic.Therefore, the fact that ppt-utterances
can be part of such inference patterns is not conclusive evidence for the fact that they
are truth-conditional, as it is not clear whether the inference in (15) is of the strictly
logical variety or whether it actually is more akin to (22).

The problem, of course, is that there is not well-established deductive system for
non-assertoric content like there are for assertive utterances. However, there are
some attempts to provide such a system. For instance, in his famous manuscript on
the meaning of ouch and oops, Kaplan sketches how such a system may look like. He
argues, for instance, that expressive adjectives like damn can be part of deductive
systems that go beyond logical validity based on truth Kaplan (1999: 22).

(23) Reasoning with expressives
a. Kaplan was promoted.
b. I have a derogatory attitude toward Kaplan.
c. Therefore, that damn Kaplan was promoted.

Without presenting a fully worked out theory for drawing such inference, Kaplan
nevertheless draws a broad picture of one can incorporate the non-truth-conditional
meaning of expressives like damn, which – following Recanati 2004 –may be dubbed
use-conditional meaning (Gutzmann 2012), into a deductive system. The basic idea
is that validity in such a system is not based on solely on the notion of truth in the
traditional sense, but rather on what Kaplan calls “truth-plus” or “truth with an
attitude” (Kaplan 1999: 10). This extended notion not only encompasses the ordinary
truth-conditional content, but also incorporates the information conventionally
expressed by expressives and other use-conditional expressions, like the negative
speaker attitude conveyed by the use of damn. Under this view, logical validity then
is not based on preservation of truth (in the classical narrow sense), but on what
Kaplan calls information delimination.

(24) Semantic validity as information delimination (Kaplan 1999: 10)
There must be no semantic information in the conclusion that is not already
contained in the premises.

This notion of semantic validity can easily captures the intuition that of the two
following inferences, only the former seems valid, while the later seems invalid.3

3 These are Kaplan’s (1999: 8) Argument 1 and 2.
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(25) That damn Kaplan was promoted.
Kaplan was promoted.

(26) Kaplan was promoted.
✗ That damn Kaplan was promoted.

Kaplan does not intend his considerations as a full-fledged account of reasoning with
expressive content, nor does I, but this brief detour shall at least made clear that if
seems possible to extend our standard deductive tool beyond just truth-preservation
such that inferences like those in (20) or (22) can receive a formal formalization. I
refer the reader to Gutzmann 2012 for details on how this can be achieved. For now,
this brief detour should suffice to cast doubt on Lasersohn’s (2005) argument from
embeddability.

There is an additional argument to be made at this point. As Wolf (2014) [this
volume] points out, the example Lasersohn (2005) choses does not generalize to other
inference patterns. Note that in (15), the ppt is in the consequent of the conditional.
If, however, a ppt occurs in the antecedent, the conclusion does not necessarily
follow if the two premises are uttered by different speaker. Consider the following
example (Wolf 2014 [this volume], example 11).

(27) a. Suzy: If the roller coaster is fun, I will buy a ticket.
b. James: The roller coaster is fun.
c. ✗ Suzy: Therefore, I will buy a ticket.

The problem, of course, is that if Suzy’s and James’s taste regarding roller coasters
differ, say Suzy loves fast roller coaster with loops and stuff, while James enjoys the
slower ones that go through a nice garden, than the fact that James takes the roller
coaster under discussion to be fun will not lead Suzy to the conclusion that she shall
buy a ticket. This is similar to what happens if we switch speaker in a deduction
involving expressive adjectives. I contrast to the inference in (23), which is valid
under information delimination if we ascribe the premises and conclusion to the
same speaker, a variant parallel to (27) is not.

(28) a. Tom: Kaplan was promoted.
b. Hana: I have a derogatory attitude toward Kaplan.
c. ✗ Tom: Therefore, that damn Kaplan was promoted.

Note that the fact that the speaker changes should not matter if we are dealing with
plain (non-indexical) truth-conditional utterances.

(29) a. Tom: If Tofu is made from soy, it is healthy.
b. Hana: Tofu is made from soy.
c. Tom: Therefore, tofu is healthy.

Of course, the reason why (27) as well as (26) are invalid is their subjective nature.
However, in contrast to how they behave in the disagreement case, both ppts and
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expressives pattern exactly like indexicals in this inferences.

(30) a. Tom: If I am sad, I eat a lot of tofu.
b. Hana: I am sad.
c. ✗ Tom: Therefore, I eat a lot of tofu.

This, at least, suggests that ppt-utterances are more akin to indexicals than they are
to plain truth-conditional items. As I will argue below, ppt are actually indexical in
their nature, at least one half of them, and this can explain why switching speakers
in an argument can render it invalid like it does for indexicals.

3.3 Contradiction

Lasersohn’s last argument against an expressive approach to ppts, the argument
from contradiction, is based on the assumption that only utterances that are true or
false and make proper assertions can contradict each other (Lasersohn 2005: 658).
However, there are also non-assertoric speech acts that can be taken as contradicting
each other. As before, consider directive speech acts first.

(31) Contradictions with non-assertoric speech acts: directives
a. Tom to Suzy: Take a ride on this roller coaster!
b. Hana to Suzy: Do not take a ride on this roller coaster!

Even if we are clearly not dealingwith assertions, TomandHana intuitively contradict
each other in (31) insofar as the recommendations they give to Suzy are in conflict
with each other. Suzy can only fulfill one of them. If we not artificially constraint the
notion of contradiction to assertion by stipulation, this is as perfect a contradiction
as we can get. And if used a technical assertion-only notion of contradiction that
excludes examples like (31), it could not be used as an argument for the assertive
status of ppts anymore.

Besides directives, we can get a similar feel of contradiction in purely expressive
speech acts. Consider the following example, which uses interjection instead of ppts,
but otherwise comes very close to the dialog in (5) in terms of who commits and
(dis)agrees to what.

(32) Contradictions with non-assertoric speech acts: expressive speech acts
a. Tom [eating tofu]: Mm-mm!
b. Hana [eating from the same tofu]: Ugh!

If we refrain from invoking the notion of truth, (32) seems to involve a similar kind
of faultless disagreement as (5) does. Both Tom and Hana display their taste for the
tofu eaten and are justified in doing so (if they are sincere), while, simultaneously,
they seem to disagree on whether the tofu is tasty or not. This means that either
one gives up the assumption that contradiction and disagreement must be based on
truth values and assertions or one must assume that expressive utterances as in (32)
receive a truth-conditional interpretation after all. In either case, the argument from
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contradiction would become vacuous.
Interestingly, Lasersohn (2005: 683) himself admits that even in the relativist solu-

tion he presents, the nature of the disagreement in (5) is left “somewhat mysterious”.
He suggests that two sentences contradict each other if they “cannot both be accom-
modated under a single perspective”. Of course, this seems to be exactly what is
going in cases like (32). A single speaker cannot utter both interjections regarding
the same target without conveying conflicting information.

(33) Tom [eating tofu]: #Mm-mm! Ugh!

Similar observations can be made regarding other non-assertoric speech acts. In
each case, we can say that they contradict each other, if they cannot be felicitously
performed by the same speaker.

(34) a. Directives: Tom: # Take the roller coaster. Don’t take the roller coaster.
b. Commissives: Tom: # I promise that you’ll get a bike for Christmas. I

promise that you’ll not get bike for Christmas.

And of course, contradiction with plain assertions are also covered by this approach
to contradiction.

(35) Tom: # Tofu is made from soy. Tofu is not made from soy.

As we will see below, this intuitive idea of a contradiction can be made more precise
and subsumed under the notion of information delimination once spelled-out more
formally. For now we can conclude that also the argument from contradiction does
not rule out an expressive approach to ppts.

4 An expressive approach to PPTs

Having rebutted Lasersohn’s three objections against expressivism, an expressive
approach to the meaning of ppts becomes a viable option again. In this section,
I provide a first outlook of how such an expressive account may look like. I draw
on recent work on the treatment of expressive content by Potts (2005, 2007a,b) and
others Gutzmann (2012); McCready (2010) that provides formal frameworks that
draw on the basic insights of Kaplan’s (1999) suggestions of how to provide a proper
semantic approach to expressive meaning. As we will see, the general strategy to
account for ppts and faultless disagreement in a expressive setting is to distribute the
workload to two different meaning dimensions. While the faultlessness is established
by the subjective truth-conditional content of an ppt-utterance, the disagreement
happens on a use-conditional layer that, for ppts, is normative and hence up to
dispute. Before we can spell out the details of such a two-dimensional approach, we
first have to lay out the foundations that we need in order to deal with use-conditional
content.
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4.1 Use-conditional meaning and hybrid semantics

The basic idea of Kaplan’s approach is the observation that truth conditions alone
cannot capture the whole range of conventional meaning in natural language.

For certain expressions of natural language, a correct Semantic Theory
would state rules of use rather than something like a concept expressed.
(Kaplan 1999: 6, my emphasis, DG)

However, in contrast to more radical theories of “meaning as use”, the twist of
Kaplan’s agenda is that the (conventional) non-truth-conditional aspects of meaning
are perfectly amendable to a treatment by the methods of formal semantics, once
we recognize that the meaning of expressives and other use-conditional items can
be captured by asking under which circumstances such expressions are felicitously
used. Consider, for instance the example of the interjection oops which Kaplan uses
to illustrate his idea (Kaplan 1999: 17). Instead of asking what makes an utterance
of Oops! means true, we ask in which contexts it can felicitously be uttered. For
illustration, consider the use-conditions given by Kaplan (1999: 17).

(36) “Oops!” is felicitously used, if the speaker just observed a minor mishap.

It is not important here whether (36) perfectly captures the use conditions of oops.
What is crucial, is that at its core, the way the use conditions in (36) is quite akin to
the traditional ways of specifying truth conditions. Displaying (36) side by side to a
truth-conditional schema, highlights the parallels.

(37) 1 “Snow is white”
2 is true,
3 iff snow is white.

(38) 1 “Oops!”
2 is felicitously used,
3 iff the speaker observed a minor mishap.

Both schemata connect an expression (in line 1) with a condition (in line 3) that is
supposed to capture the meaning of the expression. The crucial difference is the way
in which the connected is established (by line 2): themode of expression, as Kaplan
(1999: 41) calls it. In case of (37), the conditions is connected to the expression by the
notion of truth, while it is felicity in the condition in (38).

The crucial point about the parallelism between (37) and (38) is that even in the
use-conditional case, the meaning is captured by a condition and a condition is
something sentential that can hold or not for a particular use. This enables us to
give even these non-truth-conditional content a proper treatment, “since once we
have the expressive content in sentential form, we can bring out our old toolbox, and
go to work” (Kaplan 1999: 9). That is, just like truth conditions as in (37) define a
proposition, the use-conditions in (38) do the same as well. One important difference
though is that use, in contrast to use, is always tied to being actually used. While the
ordinary truth conditions defined by (37) can be given as set of worlds as in (39), we
can therefore think of the use-conditional proposition that (38) establishes as a set of
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contexts as in (40).4

(39) ⟦(37)⟧t = {w ∶ snow is white in w}
(40) ⟦(37)⟧u = {c ∶ cS observed a minor mishap in cW}

Within this basic framework, the semantic content of an ordinary assertive utterance
hence is given by a set of possible worlds, while expressive speech act denote set of
contexts. From this, we can then specify their truth- and use-condition respectively.
An assertion is true if the actual world is in the set of possible worlds denoted by the
semantic content of the sentence. Likewise, an expressive speech act is justified or
felicitous if the utterance context is in the set of contexts denoted by the semantic
content of the sentence. We can easily state this prose formally.

(41) a. “Snow is white” is true in w@ if w@ ∈ {w ∶ snow is white in w}.
b. “Oops!” is felicitous in c@ if {c ∶ cS observed a minor mishap in cW}.

So far, we have pretended as if truth- and use-conditional utterances were completely
separated and expressed only one kind of content. While this may be true for rather
reduced utterances like Oops!, many utterances become hybrid speech acts if they in-
volve both truth- and use-conditional expressions. Consider, for instance, expressive
adjectives inside otherwise assertive utterances.

(42) That damn Kaplan got promoted.

Due to the presence of the expressive damn, an utterance like (42) involves an
assertoric truth-conditional part as well as an expressive use-conditional part. That
is, it denotes both a set of worlds as its truth-conditional content and a set of contexts
as its use-conditional content.

(43) a. ⟦(42)⟧t = {w ∶ Kaplan got promoted in w}
b. ⟦(42)⟧u = {c ∶ cS dislikes Kaplan in c}

I call expression like (42) that encode both kinds of meaning hybrid expression.5
Cases like (42) become hybrid expressions because of the inclusion to the inclusion of
a use-conditional expression in an otherwise truth-conditional expression. But there
are also lexically hybrid expressions that come with both meaning dimensions right
form the lexicon. Consider the following German examples taken from Gutzmann
(2011: 131).

(44) a. Köter ‘cur’↝ dog + expressing a negative attitude
b. Bulle ‘cop’↝ policeman + expressing a negative attitude
c. Tussi ‘bimbo’↝ girl + expressing a negative attitude

4 The superscripts distinguish between the truth-conditional and the use-conditional content of an
expression.
5 For discussion and overviews over the varieties of hybrid content, see (Gutzmann 2011, 2013;
McCready 2010).
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Since hybrid expressions mix both kinds of content, their meaning must be given by
both truth and use conditions if we do not want to leave one meaning dimension
unaccounted for.

(45) a. (42) is true if w@ ∈ {w ∶ Kaplan got promoted in w}
b. (42) is felicitous if c ∈ {c ∶ cS dislikes Kaplan in c}

I call the general idea to employ both truth and use conditions alongside each other in
order to capture the entire meaning of natural language expressions hybrid semantics.
Without delving into the depth of how a formal framework for hybrid semantics that
calculates both meaning dimensions in a compositional fashion, the general format
of hybrid semantics that abstracts away from the internal calculations can be given
as follows.

(46) Hybrid semantics
⟦S⟧ = ⟨⟦S⟧t , ⟦S⟧u⟩
a. S is true in w@ if w@ ∈ ⟦S⟧t .
b. S is felicitous in c@ if c@ ∈ ⟦S⟧u.

It should be noted that hybrid semantics is a general idea that is relatively independent
of the actual formal implementation. I present my own suggestion in Gutzmann
2012, which is based on previous work inspired by the work of Potts (Potts 2005,
2007b), but in principle, the hybrid semantics template in (46) can receive a formal
underpinning in more or less any other formal framework.

4.2 A hybrid approach to PPTs

Having laid out the basics of the use-conditional interpretation of expressive item
and hybrid semantics, we can now turn back to ppts and how the problem of fault-
less disagreement can be tackled within this account. The core idea of an account
of PPTs along these lines is to distribute the of faultless disagreement to the two
meaning dimensions available in a hybrid semantic setting. That is, on one level, we
account for the intuition of faultlessnes, and on the other account for the intuition
of disagreement. Understood in this way, ppts are lexically hybrid expressions, like
those in (44), as they are conventionally specified to contribute ti both the truth- and
use-conditional meaning dimension.

Let us start with the question ofwhatwewould like to have on the truth-conditional
layer. First, as expressed by the faultlessness property, every speaker that sincerely
utters a ppt-utterance intuitively expresses some truth about matters of her personal
taste. Moreover, as the examples in (28) and (30) have shown, ppts behave similar
to expressive and indexicals when used in inferences drawn from utterances of
different speakers. All this speaks for giving a simple, indexical semantics for ppts
that relativize the meaning of a ppt on the character-level (in contrast to Lasersohn’s
(2005) content-level relativism), similar to the first proposal in (8).
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(47) ⟦tasty⟧t,w ,c = λx .x is tasty for judge of c in w.

Note that I adopted the judge parameter as the parameter to which the ppt is rela-
tivized instead of the speaker. This complies with Potts’s (2007b) suggestion to adopt
the judge parameter for expressives and keeps the intuition that sometimes, ppts
may have relativization points other than the speaker. In most cases, however, the
judge will be the speaker, so that (47) will give rise to the following truth-conditions
for (5).

(48) a. Tom: Tofu is tasty.⇒ TC: Tofu is tasty for Tom.
b. Hana: Tofu isn’t tasty.⇒ TC: Tofu is not tasty for Hana.

Obviously, the two propositions denoted by the truth-conditional content of (48a)
and (48b) are perfectly compatible with each other and hence can actually both be
true simultaneously.

We can also already see how this approach accounts for the invalidity of the
argument in (27). Under the presented analysis, the truth-conditional content of
the premises and conclusion is actually more like in the following argument, which
clearly is invalid.

(49) a. If the roller coaster is fun for Suzy, Suzy will buy a ticket.
b. The roller coaster is fun for James.
c. ✗ Therefore, Suzy will buy a ticket

Only under the addition of the premise that James taste of roller coasters is sufficiently
similar to Suzy’s own roller-coaster preferences, one can accept (49). However, if this
is indeed the case, the plain-ppt variant in (27) becomes a better argument as well.

(50) a. Suzy: If the roller coaster, I will by a ticket.
b. James: The roller coaster is fun.
c. Jame’s taste regarding roller coasters is pretty much like Suzy’s.
d. Suzy: Therefore, I will by a ticket

The simple indexical analysis of the truth-conditional analysis, can also help to
explain, why the following utterances seem to be contradictory (see also Wolf 2014)
[this volume].

(51) a. #Tofu is not tasty, but it is tasty for me.
b. #Tofu is not tasty for me, but it is tasty for me.

However, as correctly identified by Lasersohn (2005), such a indexical analysis leaves
the intuition about disagreement completely unaccounted for. This is where the
multidimensionality of hybrid semantics kicks in. We can keep the indexical analysis
on the truth-conditional layer and account for the intuition of contradiction in
the use-conditional dimension of ppt-utterances. The intuition here is that ppt-
utterances often carry a normative component about what shall be considered as
tasty. That is, much like in emotive approaches to normative predicates like good
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or bad (Stevenson 1937), the expressive component of a ppt-statement contains an
affective expressions of a deontic attitude.

(52) ⟦tasty⟧u,w ,c = λx .x shall count as tasty in c.

That is, while a truth-conditional disagreement about, say, whether tofu is made from
soy or not, is a disagreement about objective facts in the world, the disagreement
induced by ppts like tasty is about what shall count as tasty in the utterance context.

(53) a. Tom: Tofu is tasty.⇒ UC: Tofu shall count as tasty.
b. Hana: Tofu isn’t tasty.⇒ UC: Tofu shall not count as tasty.

Crucially, there seem to be no matter of fact that can settle whether tofu shall count
as tasty in the context of (5).

Taking the two dimensions together, we therefore arrive at the following truth
and use conditions for our example ppt-utterance.

(54) “Tofu is tasty” is true in c,w if the judge of c likes tofu in cW and it is felicitous
if tofu shall count as tasty in c.

That is, the hybrid approach to ppt combines a subjective statement of one’s own
taste with a normative use-condition about what should be considered as tasty in
the current context.6 The latter aspect, of course, is a perfectly fine issue to disagree
upon.

4.3 Deontic force, negation, and reasoning with PPTs

A last aspect I want to address here at least briefly is the question of where the deontic,
use-conditional meaning dimension of ppts comes from and how it behaves in terms
of projection behavior. Stevenson (1937: 23) argues that expressive, or, as he calls it,
emotivemeaning, “is a tendency of a word, arising through the history of its usage,
to produce (result from) affective responses in people.” Crucially, this tendency can
be observed with variants of ppt-utterances in which the speaker takes care to just
relativize them to her own, for instance by making the judge explicit.

(55) a. Tom: I know many people hate tofu, but it is tasty for me.
b. Hana: No, tofu is not tasty.

Even if Tom tries to make clear that he is just making a statement about his own
statement, Hana can still felicitously disagree with that. This contrasts with plain
objective utterances. Consider the following dialog that is parallel to (55)

(56) a. Tom: Many people have a silver car, but I have a green one.
b. Hana: # No, I have silver car.

6 “The use of POTs is normative, their meaning is not” (Ariel Cohen, in his talk at the workshop
that lead to this volume).
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Similar observations can be made if the ppt-sentence is embedded under an attitude
predicate. Even in such cases, rejecting the embedded ppt judgment still is viable.

(57) a. Tom: I find tofu tasty / I think tofu is tasty.
b. Hana: No, I think tofu is not tasty.

It therefore seems to be the case that the deontic force of the use-conditional di-
mension of ppt is always active in such constructions. This is correctly predicted
by the projection behavior that is commonly ascribed to use-conditional content
(Gutzmann 2012; Potts 2007b). However, there is a complication. Consider again the
first premise in the inference in (15) that Lasersohn (2005: 657) uses for his argument
from embeddabilty.

(58) If there is a loop, the roller coaster is fun.

Interestingly, it is not only the truth-conditional component of the ppt that becomes
unasserted in the consequent of a conditional – that is, (58) does not make any
statement about whether the roller coaster is fun for the speaker or judge – also the
deontic use-conditional interpretation vanishes. This seems to be a counterargu-
ment against treating it as an expressive component, as expressive usually escape
conditionalization.

(59) If he publishes another paper, that damn Kaplan will be promoted.

In contrast to the ppt (58), the expressive damn in (59) still has its expressive force so
that the entire utterance still displays a negative speaker attitude towards Kaplan. A
related problem is that, in contrast to expressives, ppt can easily be negated, which
cancels the positive deontic reading. First, consider the following example in which
an expressive adjective occurs in a negated sentence.

(60) That damn Kaplan did not get promoted.
a. TC: Kaplan did not get promoted.
b. UC: The speaker has a negative attitude towards Kaplan.

The negation in this example only targets the truth-conditional content, but crucially
leaves the use-conditional dimension untouched. That is, (60) expresses that Kaplan
did not get promoted and that the speaker (or judge) as a negative attitude towards
Kaplan.

Again, this is different from how ppts behave under under negation. To see this,
consider Hana’s response from (5) that denied Tom’s positive judgment about the
tastiness of tofu.

(61) Hana: Tofu isn’t tasty.
a. TC: Tofu is not tasty for Hana.
b. UC: Tofu shall not count as tasty.
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Crucially, the negation in (61) does not only target the truth-conditional content
that tofu is not tasty for Hana, but it is also active in the use-conditional dimension.
Obviously, an utterance of (61) does not express that shall count as tasty, but that
tofu shall not count as tasty. Otherwise, there would be not disagreement in (5) and
Hana’s utterance should almost contradictory.

Prima facie, these observations seem to speak against an expressive analysis of
ppt. However, we can solve this obstacle, if we think a bit about the source of the
deontic component. As already detailed in the quote from Stevenson (1937) given
above, using ppts seems to produce affective responses. The reason may be that if
one makes a ppt-utterance, one is first and foremost making a claim about one owns
taste, as captured by the indexical truth-conditional component. However, due to its
subjective nature, such a statement is relatively uninformative for the hearer, at least
if she is not engaged in finding out about the speaker’s taste. That is, there may be
pragmatic forces that drive ppt and other ethic predicates like good to develop the
deontic use-conditional dimension ofmeaning. Even if this may be rather speculative
and awaits further diachronic research, it is clear that even synchronically, the deontic
force of a ppt depends on the assertion of its truth-conditional component. When
you do not assert that, say, tofu is tasty for you, you do also not make a deontic claim
that it shall count as tasty. If we therefore link the use-conditional component of ppts
to the truth-conditional content, we can explain why their deontic force vanishes
under negation and conditionalization.

(62) ⟦tasty⟧u,c,w = λx .[x is tasty for the judge of c↔ x shall count as tasty in c].

The use-conditions for ppts are therefore that one shall only assert the subjective
truth-conditional content of a ppt-sentence, iff one believes that the taste judgment
shall objectively hold in the utterance context. The bi-conditional in (62) gives us
the desired results. In positive sentences that asssert the subjective truth-condtional
content of a ppt, we can derive a positive deontic attitude from the use-conditional
content. For instance, consider Tom’s utterance and the inference licensed by its
truth- and use-conditional content.

(63) Tom: Tofu is tasty.
a. Tofu is tasty for Tom.
b. Tofu is tasty for Tom↔ Tofu shall count as tasty.
c. TC+UC: Tofu shall count as tasty

Likewise, in negative taste judgments like Hana’s denial in (5), we can derive a negated
deontic attitude if we take the two dimensions together.

(64) Hana: Tofu is not tasty.
a. ¬(Tofu is not tasty for Hana).
b. Tofu is tasty for Hana↔ Tofu shall count as tasty.
c. ¬(Tofu shall count as tasty).
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Depending on the utterance context and what is known about Hana’s food preference,
the resulting thenmay be strengthened pragmatically to the stronger negative deontic
attitude that Tofu shall count as not tasty.

In contrast, if a ppt-sentence is used in the antecedent of a conditional, the two
dimensions of content do neither warrant an inference to a positive attitude nor an
inference to a negative one, which is exactly what we observed above.

(65) Tom: If tofu is tasty, I’ll buy some.
a. If tofu is tasty for Tom, Tom will buy some.
b. Tofu is tasty for Tom↔ Tofu shall count as tasty.
c. ✗ Tofu shall count as tasty

Furthermore, stating the semantics of the use-conditional dimension in this way,
still can explain, why ppts embedded under attitudes, as in (57), still may enfold
their deontic force. Due to the subjective character of ppts and that speakers in most
cases have privileged epistemic access to their taste, asserting that one finds tofu
tasty comes very close to asserting that it is tasty for oneself. In a similar vein, a ppt
can still receive a deontic reading even if it embedded under a third person attitude,
presupposed that the subject of the attitude report is considered to be the contextual
judge. Imagine, for instance, two laymen discussing whether tofu is tasty without
having tried it yet. If Sophie is a person whose taste is considered to be good, the
following utterance can come with the use-condition that tofu shall count as tasty in
the utterance context, given the additional premise in (66c) that Mary is right in her
belief about her taste.

(66) Mary thinks that tofu is tasty.
a. Mary thinks that tofu is tasty for her.
b. Tofu is tasty for Mary↔ Tofu shall count as tasty
c. Mary thinks that tofu is tasty for her→ Tofu is tasty for Mary.
d. Tofu shall count as tasty

This also complies with my intuition about the function of referring to external
judges in order to settle disputes about taste.

5 Conclusion

In his similar paper on ppts, Lasersohn (2005) presents three arguments against an
expressive approach to ppts and the problem of faultless disagreement. These three
arguments, which I presented briefly in § 2, are all not as conclusive, as if one actually
considers expressive speech acts beyond mere interjections, as I have done in § 3, all
his tests point out many similarities between ppts and non-assertoric speech acts.
This lead me to explore the possibility of an expressive approach in more detail. The
core idea of my proposal is to use hybrid approach to ppt that deals with the two sides
of faultless disagreement on different meaning dimensions. Truth-conditionally,
ppt-utterances assert a simple, subjective taste-judgement, which accounts for the
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intuition of faultlessness. On the use-conditional layer, however, such utterances
give rise to a deontic attitude towards what shall count as tasty in the utterance
context, which is what speakers actually disagree upon when they argue about taste
as in (5). With such a multi-propositional approach, we therefore “can have our
subjective cake […] and eat it objectively too” (von Fintel, at the workshop that
lead to this volume). The argument Tom and Hana have is therefore an argument
about what counts as tasty in the context that involves both speakers. They argue
because establishing a common context is a important point of communication.
After all, the analysis I sketched in this paper could be regarded expressivism and
what Lasersohn (2005: § 4.4) calls metacontextual-conflict accounts. Finally, taking
a closer look at the inference patterns associated with ppt-utterance, I refined the
use-conditional dimension by making it dependent on the assertion of the truth-
conditional dimension. This not only captures the intuition about the pragmatic
origin of the deontic character of ppts, but also gets their inference and projection
behavior right.
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